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Chair’s Message
June is nearly here and I am eagerly looking forward to
the trip to Albuquerque. Not only is it a chance to
learn about the latest innovations and ideas in our field
but an opportunity to mingle with colleagues and
friends (and eat burritos). It is also an opportunity to
participate in setting goals for future activities of the
division. As we consider the development of a long
range plan for the ELD, your input will be required.
Several suggestions have already come forward via
ELDNET-L and others are welcome. If you have
thoughts or ideas on the role of the Engineering
Libraries Division or about how the ELD could serve
you better, please let me or Mel know. It has been a
pleasure serving as the Chair of the Division this year
and I look forward to seeing you all in Albuquerque.
Linda Musser

Chair

Annual Report of the ELD Chair
Outreach is a theme I hear a lot on campus these days
and it could have been the theme of the Engineering
Libraries Division this year as well. We have or are
reaching out to …
♦
♦
♦
♦

The Center for Research Libraries regarding
ways for that institution to better serve our
members,
ASEE headquarters with our resolution on
information literacy and suggestions to
promote membership and meeting attendance,
Library schools through the establishment of
the ELD Speakers Bureau,
JSTOR by establishing a Task Force to make
recommendations regarding the most useful
engineering titles to digitize,

♦
♦

ACRL/STS by having the Accreditation &
Standards Committee explore opportunities to
collaborate on statistics and surveys,
Related sci-tech library organizations through
the creation of the liaisons program,
Our members by exploring ways to provide
mentoring opportunities with the Mentoring
Task Force.

I also asked all officers and committee chairs to review
the descriptions of their duties in the bylaws and job
descriptions. While the Bylaws were fine, a few other
revisions were necessary. ASEE Headquarters made
some changes in how the Best Papers are selected,
which also required changes.
One of the pleasures of being Chair is the opportunity
to officially acknowledge and thank all those members
who devote so much time, energy and enthusiasm to
the Division. To that end I spent some time
determining the terms of appointment of all our
committee chairs (a long-serving bunch!) in order to
ensure that they receive proper acknowledgement of
their efforts on behalf of the Division.
Linda Musser
Chair

News from the Program Chair
(Editor’s Note: There is a complete schedule of ELD
conference events at the end of the newsletter,
prepared by Mel DeSart.)

Calling All Volunteers!
As the Material Girl would say, "It's time to
EXPRESS YOURSELF!" and let the Extended
Executive Committee know if you are interested in
serving on any of the committees or as an officer in the

the librarian for the Skidaway Institute of
Oceanography on Skidaway Island near Savannah,
Georgia for ten years. Turner is currently active in the
Special Libraries Association, where he is the program
chair for the Biomedical and Life Sciences Division
for the SLA 2000 Annual Conference in San Antonio.
Turner is a former teacher and a 1984 graduate from
Louisiana State University's School of Library and
Information Science.

Division. There are big jobs and little jobs, solo jobs
and group jobs... You name it and we've got it! Take
a look at the ELD web site
(http://www.englib.cornell.edu/eld/officers.html) and
pick out the perfect role for yourself!
Linda Musser, ASEE/ELD Chair

Speaking of Volunteering…
People & Places
Tom Conkling, Newsletter Editor, would like to turn
this job over to another ELD member before the next
issue is published in September. The Editor's duties are
straightforward and not very time-consuming, and it's a
great way to stay in touch with colleagues. The job is
appropriate for both new members and long-time ones.
If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact
Linda Musser (lrm4@psu.edu, 814-863-7073).

Tom De Petro of Texas A&M University attended the
ASEE Gulf-Southwest Section 2001 Annual
Conference there in College Station in March. He
gave a presentation titled "Engineering Education
Journals and Proceedings: Increasing Access and
Awareness." Last fall he proposed recruiting library
school students to the ASEE student group at the
University of Texas at Austin (and to ELD!). Any
other recruiters/lateral thinkers out there can contact
him about this at tdp@tamu.edu .

New Member Bios
Robert Heyer-Gray has been the Engineering Librarian
in the Physical Sciences & Engineering Library at the
University of California, Davis campus since July
1999. His primary duties include reference, collection
development, instruction and liaison activities in the
areas of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science,
Civil Engineering, Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,
Biological and Agricultural Engineering, and
Biomedical Engineering. Prior to coming to UC Davis,
Bob had 6 years of professional library experience at
the University of Missouri-Rolla, where for the last
two years he was Head of the Reference Department.
Before becoming a professional librarian, he worked
for nearly six years in the Interlibrary Loan/Borrowing
offices of the University of California, Berkeley
campus. Bob has a BA in German and an MLS, both
from the Univeristy of California, Berkeley.

Nestor L. Osorio, Science-Engineering Librarian at
Northern Illinois University Libraries was promoted to
the rank of Professor.

Poster Session Preview
Aviation Technology: A Case Study in Systematically
Building Collections
Purdue University Libraries received a gift in 2000 for
materials to support the School of Technology’s
Aviation Technology Department and the School of
Aeronautics and Astronautics. The gift will be spent
over the next ten years. The poster session outlines
methods used to enrich the library collections. Library
staff members have used a variety of collection
development methods to identify materials. These
include: a) analysis of relevant call numbers for
possible approval plans; b) identification of
books in the present collection with high circulations
to determine possible publishers; c) examination of
strengths and weaknesses of present collections; d)
study of the curriculum; e) search of faculty “favorite
topics” in subject related-databases, Worldcat, and
library catalogs; f) scan of publishers’ web sites; g)
requests from faculty members and professional
colleagues and h) suggestions from professional library
colleagues. The poster session presents a progress
report of the successes, failures, time constraints of
various methods.

Tom Turner is the new Engineering Librarian for
Arizona State University. (A second engineering
librarian will be hired later this year to fill the vacancy
of Gordon Dutrisac, who is now with the University of
Washington Libraries.) Turner continues as the Patent
and Trademark Librarian for ASU's Noble Science and
Engineering Library, the only U.S. Patent and
Trademark Depository Library in Arizona. From 1998
to 1999, Turner represented ASU as a Library Fellow
for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office's Depository
Library Program in Arlington, Virginia. Before
coming to Tempe and ASU five years ago, Turner was
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Committee of ELD. The Chair will call for volunteers
in the Spring.

Charlotte A. Erdmann

Call for Liaisons!

Library News

As part of an effort to build coalitions and reach out to
similar organizations, the ELD is starting a liaison
program. We are looking for volunteers who already
have ties to these organizations who would be willing
to report on activities and represent the views of the
ELD to these organizations. If you are interested in
becoming a liaison, please contact Linda Musser, ELD
Chair, at Lrm4@psu.edu. Liaisons will be appointed
at the annual meeting, however, your attendance is not
required. For more information about being a liaison,
see the program description in this newsletter.

EARTH AND MINERAL SCIENCES LIBRARY
RECEIVES MILLION-DOLLAR ENDOWMENT,
NEW NAME
Penn State's Earth and Mineral Sciences Library will
benefit from a $1 million endowment created by
University alumni George and Sherry Petska
Middlemas to support acquisitions and enhance
programming. The donors are longtime supporters of
the University Libraries. Penn State will name the
library, in recognition of the Middlemas' generous
support, the Fletcher L. Byrom Earth and Mineral
Sciences Library. "Fletch" Byrom served as a mentor
to George Middlemas, and the naming came at the
donors' request.

New Liaison Program Proposed
The ELD leadership will bring the proposal to
establish a liaison program, described below, to the
floor at the annual business meeting in June.

Preliminary Annual Business
Meeting Agenda (5/4/01)

The Engineering Libraries Division of ELD appoints
liaisons to related library and engineering associations
for the purpose of:
- improving awareness of issues of
importance to the ELD members,
- increasing the visibility of the ELD,
- representing the views of the ELD to those
organizations, and
- increasing collaborative opportunities with
related organizations.

Here is the preliminary annual meeting agenda. Please
send Linda Musser (Lrm4@psu.edu) any additions for
the agenda.

Approval of Annual Business Meeting Minutes from
June 20, 2000
COMMITTEE AND OFFICER REPORTS
(only those with updates to their annual reports need
speak)

The liaison will be responsible for participating in the
activities of both the ELD and their appointed society.
The liaison will report news to the ELD membership
via the listserv and newsletter and will be required to
submit an annual report of activities in the ELD
newsletter. ELD liaisons will receive a
complementary ticket to the ELD Banquet at the
annual meeting.

Program report - Mel DeSart
Banquet Update – Leslie Reynolds
Treasurer’s Report – Gretchen Sneff
Union List of Technical Reports, Standards, and
Patents in Engineering Libraries - Mary
Schlembach
Publications - Godlind Johnson
Nominating Committee - Sheila Curl
Newsletter - Tom Conkling
Mentoring Task Force – Jay Bhatt
Membership Directory Editor - Andy Stewart
Membership - Glee Willis
Literature Guides Subcommittee - Anne Ward
Listserv Editor - Mel DeSart
JSTOR Task Force - Sheila Curl
ELD e-lists editor – Mel DeSart

Liaisons will be appointed to a one (1) year term,
which will run from January to December, at the
annual meeting in June of each year.
Eligibility: Only ELD members are eligible to be
liaisons
Selection process: Interested ELD members should
submit their name to the Chair of the division.
Liaisons will be selected by vote of the Executive
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ELD Web Site - Jill Powell
Duplicates Exchange - Orion Pozo
Awards - Suzanne Weiner
Archives - Don Richardson
Accreditation and Standards – Karen Andrews

Engineering Library at the University of Illinois. Bill’s
achievements in the profession: as a leader in digital
library initiatives, as a mentor beyond compare and as
a well-rounded researcher and author, have made him
a very visible asset to Engineering Librarianship.

PIC IV meeting report – Linda Musser
Call for committee volunteers – Linda Musser

“To the rest of the library world, the name “Bill
Mischo” is synonymous with engineering
librarianship; to his colleagues and friends it evokes
admiration and respect.”

OLD BUSINESS
The 2001 Best Paper Award goes to Ari Cohen for his
article “ESL: Engineering Societies Library: End of a
Special Library.“ This article was published in
Science and Technology Libraries ,Vol. 19 No.1
(2000). Mr. Cohen is Assistant Professor and Head of
Cataloging at Long Island University.

ACRL/STS and ELD collaboration on statistics
ACRL Information Literacy Standards
Liaisons Program
Center for Research Libraries letter

NEW BUSINESS

Annual Reports from Officers and
Committee Chairs, 2000-2001

The Best Reference Award for 2001 goes
ENGnetBase, a collection of full text handbooks
published by CRC Press. This product aggregates and
provides electronic, web-based access to engineering
data from one of the most reputable publishers. It is
produced by CRC Press.

Accreditation and Standards 

This has been a rewarding year for the committee and
we look forward to seeing you all in June.

Members reviewed a draft document on Information
Competencies for Engineers and suggested changes.
Currently they are in process of drafting outcomes for
the competencies.

Suzanne T. Weiner
Chair, Awards Committee

Karen Andrews
Chair, Accreditation and Standards

ELD Directory of Members
The ELD Directory of Members was again Webpublished in 2000. Precise procedural information and
work flows have yet to be worked out for adding new
members and deleting entries for individuals who are
no longer paid ELD and/or ASEE members.
Substantial problems were encountered converting a
MSWord file into an Adobe Acrobat file. (At least one
display error remains in the current version, which
may be viewed at
www.umr.edu/~astewart/asee/ELDDIR2000c.pdf; the
URL is case-sensitive.) Additionally, at least once, the
directory URL was inaccessible for an unknown period
of time; when notified, I was able to establish access
very quickly. (If you ever have trouble getting to the
Directory, please let me know as soon as practicable.
Corrections for individual entries may also be
made at any time by contacting me.)

Archives
There were two requests this year for information from
the archives. One was for background information on
Homer Bernhardt, specifically, who Homer was
and why the ELD's major award was named for him.
The other request was the original date of appointment
of an ELD member as chair of a particular committee.
Answers to both requests were obtained from the files.
Don Richardson
ELD Archivist

Awards
The ELD Award Committee is pleased to announce
that the 2001 Homer I. Berhnardt Distinguished
Service Award will be presented to William Mischo,
Engineering Librarian and Head of the Grainger

Access statistics were begun during the year using
TheCounter.com. While usage seems relatively low
(and the number of attempts to connect while the site
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discussion of issues and Division business
electronically, which would then lead to more formal
actions, such as votes, which would still take place at
the annual business meeting.

was inaccessible are unknown), the Directory appears
to be a valuable resource for ELD members.
TheCounter reports 78 unique visits and 121 total
visits. Further detail of access statistics is available
upon request from the Editor.

As listed in last year’s annual report but not
completed, a project I hope to accomplish during the
coming year is to inform every ELDNET-L and ELDL subscriber of the address under which they are
subscribed to each list, with a goal of updating those
addresses to more current versions when appropriate. I
still spend a significant amount of time unsubscribing
and resubscribing individuals whose old addresses or
“forwards” from old to new addresses finally go bad.

Finally, no ELD expenses were incurred to
produce and distribute the directory this year.
Andy Stewart
Directory Editor

Electronic Discussion List(s)
List subscriber statistics for both ELDNET-L and
ELD-L (as of late April / early May for each year):

Mel DeSart
ELD e-lists editor

ELDNET-L

Membership Committee

Start-up (August 1991): 62
1991/92: 119
1992/93: 187
1993/94: 314
1994/95: 436
1995/96: 477
1996/97: 464
1997/98: 428
1998/99: 423
1999/00: 392
2000/01: 396

As of May 1, 2001, the ELD roster from ASEE
headquarters again lists 185 members from all over the
world; holding steady since 1998. This year we have
11 members from Canada (1 more than last year), one
each from Argentina, Jamaica, New Zealand, The
Netherlands, Portugal, and Puerto Rico. The state with
the most ELD members is (not surprisingly)
California, with a grand total of 27. We have not let
up on our recruiting efforts, but there is always room
for improvement along these lines. This was the first
year that we used a web page as our virtual "invitation
to join". Please see:
http://www.delamare.unr.edu/glee/eldjoin.htm

ELD-L
Start-up (September 1998): 169
1998/99: 174
1999/00: 164
2000/01: 167

The overarching goals continue to be: recruiting every
last academic engineering librarian throughout the
world into our midst(!); and ensuring that every
academic librarian who is involved in engineering
or computer science librarianship who wishes to
receive the benefits of ELD membership is informed of
the opportunity to do so.

As predicted in a previous annual report, the
number of ELDNET-L subscribers finally seems to be
stabilizing. I anticipate that this subscriber base will
not vary appreciably over the next few years.

Deborah Kegel (west coast), Joanne Goode (middle
coast), and Eileen Dorschner (east coast) are the
current regional biographers of new ELD members in
the Division's newsletter.

For ELD-L, the number of ELD members
with e-mail addresses directly determines the number
of subscribers to the list. Given that a number of
retirees retain their ELD memberships but do not have
ready e-mail access, the number of ELD-L subscribers
will continue to be somewhat lower than the number of
total ELD members for the foreseeable future.

2000/01 Membership Committee Members: Eileen
Dorschner (New Member Bios), Norma Godavari
(Canadian Liaison), Joanne Goode (New Member
Bios), Deborah Kegel (New Member Bios), Andy
Stewart (Membership Directory Editor), F. Orion Pozo
(Chief Scout), and Glee Willis (Chair)

I’m hoping to see an increase in the use of
ELD-L in the coming year. Changes in the Division’s
by-laws make it easier for Division members,
committees and officers to conduct at least preliminary

Glee Willis, Chair, Membership
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Mentoring Task Force

Publications

Since the establishment of the Mentoring Task Force
in December 2000, the members were mainly
interested in creating a survey questionnaire for all
members of the ELD group of ASEE. As of this
writing, a draft has been emailed to all members of the
Task Force for evaluation, suggestions and feedback.
One important aspect of this survey is to identify
members with expertise in speciality areas such as
patents, technical reports and electronic theses, etc.
ELD members can then be able to contact these
experts for possible assistance. The ultimate goal of
this will be to promote networking and professional
growth of our members.

"Selective Guide to the Literature of Nuclear
Engineering", compiled by Terry Lee, was published
earlier this year.
Andy Shimp, Co-chair of the Literature Guides
Subcommittee, arranged for four papers to be reviewed
for publication in the ASEE Conference Proceedings.
At least three new guides may be expected to be
completed during the next year: "Biomedical
Engineering", "Industrial Ergonomics", and
"Environmental/Pollution Engineering".
Ann Morgan and Andy Shimp, co-chairs of the
Subcommittee on Literature Guides are always looking
for compilers of new guides, ideas for topics for new
guides, and for additional members for the
Subcommittee. Current members of the Subcommittee
are: Vladimir Borovansky, Gordon Dutrisac, Paige
Gibbs, Michaelyn Haslam, Christie Hightower, Nestor
Osorio, Ron Rodrigues, Sandy Lewis, and Carol
Robinson.

During the last ALA midwinter conference in
Washington D.C., with Linda Martinez's
recommendation, I participated in a panel discussion
on mentoring in Science and Technology Libraries.
The recent issue of Issues in Science and Technology
Librarianship has an article by Bryna Coonin
(co-Chair of the General Discussion Group of the
Science and Technology Section of ALA/ACRL)
about the conference report. See
http://www.library.ucsb.edu/istl/01-winter/conf1.html.

Godlind Johnson
Chair, Publications Committee

Coincidentally, it also supports the proposed
partnering between ASEE/ELD and ACRL/STS. See
the section on Chair's Message of the December 1999
newsletter at
http://www.englib.cornell.edu/eld/newsletter/dec99.ht
ml

Website
The ASEE Engineering Libraries Division website
continues to be located at
http://www.englib.cornell.edu/eld/. It contains meeting
minutes, conference information, list of officers,
bylaws and officer job descriptions, awards and award
recipients, FAQs, listserv information, the duplicates
exchange, and publications, including the ELD
newsletters and information on Literature Guides.
ASEE links to our pages from theirs - after several
requests a redirect link has been made from
http://www.asee.org/members/divisions/eld, which is
easier for our members to remember.

Jay Bhatt
Chair, Mentoring Task Force

Newsletter
Four issues of the ELD Newsletter were produced and
distributed electronically this year, at no cost to the
Division.

I appreciate your efforts in helping me keep these
pages up-to-date by sending me contributions and
changes. I strive to make these updates as soon as
possible after receiving them.

Tom Conkling
Newsletter Editor

Jill Powell
ELD Webmaster
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Secretary/Treasurer Annual Report
The ASEE fiscal year runs October through September. Below are summaries of
our fiscal year 2000 BASS & Operating Accounts & a second quarter report on fiscal year 2001.
FY 2000
ELD Operating budget summary FY 2000 (Oct 1999 - Sept 2000)
The Operating Account is replenished annually by Headquarters & funds cannot be carried over from year to year.
Debits
Allotment
Program chair expenses

Balance
$ 715.06

140.00

Totals

$ 575.06

ELD BASS budget summary FY 2000 (Oct 1999 - Sept 2000):
BASS stands for Banking and Accounting Services System. The BASS account contains the accumulated funds of the
Division. These funds are carried over from year to year and earn interest.
Credits
Beginning balance
Membership and Division dues*
Interest
Donation
On-site ticket purchases
Royalty income**
AV costs at annual meeting
Officer expenses at annual meeting
Totals

Debits

Balance
$ 7,962.91

1,885.00*
202.68
500.00
2,815.00
103.80**
880.00
2,914.96
$ 5,402.68

$ 3,898.76

$ 9,466.83

notes:
*1885.00 Membership & Div dues amount included a $1000 donation. Corrected in FY 2001. $1000 moved
out of dues category into 'other.' See below.
**103.80 debited. Corrected FY2001 - royalty credit $207.60. See below.
2001
Operating Budget summary FY 2001 Quarter 2. (October 2000 - March 31, 2001)
The Operating Account is replenished annually by Headquarters & funds cannot be carried over from year to year.
Debits
Balance
Allotment
$715.06
0.00
Totals
$715.06
ELD BASS budget summary for FY 2001 quarter 2 (October 2000 - March 31, 2001)
BASS stands for Banking and Accounting Services System. The BASS account contains the accumulated funds of the
Division. These funds are carried over from year to year & do earn interest.
Credits
Beginning balance
Membership & Div dues Oct-Mar

Debits

Balance
$9,466.83

460.00
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Membership & Div dues (FY00 corr)*
Donation correction (FY2000 corr)*
Sales royalty for fy 1999**
Sales royalty for fy 2000
Interest Dec00 & Mar01

Totals

1,000.00*
1000.00*
207.60**
97.10
112.92

$1,877.62

$1,000.00

$10,344.45

notes:
*$1000.00 donation in FY 2000 debited from Membership & Division dues to 'other' category. See FY 2000
summary above.
**1999 sales royalties of 103.80 had been debited in FY2000 & is corrected here.
See FY 2000 summary above.
Gretchen Sneff
ELD Secretary/Treasurer

ELD Program and other activities for ASEE 2001
ACC = Albuquerque Convention Center.
Session numbers (always) and locations (most of the time) appear in parentheses.

SATURDAY, JUNE 23rd
6:45 p.m. - whenever
Saturday night with the “early birds”. Meet in the lobby of the Hyatt Regency (330 Tijeras NW). Group(s) to
depart at 7:00 for place(s) to be determined (at least one will be a brewpub with food – suggestions for others
are welcome).

SUNDAY, JUNE 24th
10:30 - noon
ELD Extended Executive Committee meeting 1 (0341) Hyatt – Enchantment B
1:00 - 5:00
Two CUEBALLS’ organized trips, both scheduled to depart at 1:00-ish from the Convention Center near
where the bus drop-off/pick-up point is (and no, I don’t know exactly where THAT is yet). More info about both trips
(and any possible additions) will appear on ELDNET-L prior to the conference.
1. Sandia Peak Tramway – Glee Willis coordinating (willis@unr.edu)
2. Petroglyph National Monument – Bruce Neville coordinating (bneville@unm.edu)
6:00 – 10:00
ASEE Society-Wide Picnic (0705) National Atomic Museum – Kirtland AFB

MONDAY, JUNE 25TH
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8:30 – 10:15
Main Plenary. Speaker – Dean Kamen (ACC – Kiva Auditorium)
10:30 – noon
Get Acquainted Session (1341) Honora Nerz, moderator (ACC – Pecos)
12:30 – 2:00
E-journals: Impacts and Possibilities (1441) Anneliese Taylor, moderator (ACC – Pecos)
“Taking Off the Training Wheels: the Migration from Print Journals to E-journals at the University of
Arizona” – Maliaca Strom-Oxnam, University of Arizona
“Creating Congruence Between Consortial Goals and Emerging Initiatives in Scholarly Publishing” –
Margaret Landesman, University of Utah and Johann van Reenen, University of New Mexico
“Helping to Level the Playing Field: The Impact of Digital Technologies on Large and Small Journal
Publishers” – Stephen R. Smith, American Instutute of Chemical Engineers
2:30 – 4:15
ELD Poster Session (1541) Kate Lee, moderator (ACC – Exhibit Hall)
“Evaluating Journal Aggregators: A Preliminary Investigation Using EBSCO Online” – Bob HeyerGrey, University of California – Davis
“Aviation Technology: A Case Study in Systematically Building Collections” – Charlotte Erdmann,
Purdue University
“Planning a Center for Information Literacy in Science and Engineering” – Jean McKenzie,
University of California – Berkeley
“Where Have All The Users Gone?” – Jill Powell, Cornell University
“Introducing the National Science Digital Library (NSDL) Program and the "Site for Science”” –
John Saylor, Cornell University
“Barcelona, Spain: The logistics of teaching in an international setting” – Larry Thompson, Virginia
Tech
“An analysis of two leading journals in engineering education” – Nestor Osorio, Northern Illinois
University
“Library service to distance learners - technical programs” – Pat Johnston, Georgia Tech
“There is Such a Thing as a Free Lunch: Freely Accessible Databases for the Public” – Sandy Lewis,
University of California – Santa Barbara
“Standards on Demand!!” – Tamika Barnes, North Carolina State University
“Issues in Managing the Transition to an All Online Journal Collection” – Deborah Kegel,
Unviversity of California – San Diego
“Shelfless in Seattle: Lessons Learned from the February 2001 Nisqually Earthquake” – Linda
Whang, University of Washington
“AskWendt Live! Reference Assistance from a Distance” – Amy Kindschi, University of Wisconsin
- Madison
4:30 – 6:00
Collection Issues Forum (1641) Andy Shimp, moderator (ACC – Ruidoso)
Discussion of the IEEE University Partnership Program and other topics of
current interest.
6:15 – 10:00
Tour of UNM Centennial Science and Engineering Library, followed by ELD new members / first time
attendess reception. (1741) Tour at Centennial Library, reception at Zimmerman Library, Willard Room.
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Bus transportation and refreshments provided. Board outside ACC, exact location to be determined. Bus will
make two initial trips, one leaving around 6:20 and the second around 6:45 or so.

TUESDAY, JUNE 26TH
8:30 – 10:15
ELD Technical Papers Session (2241) Larry Thompson, moderator (ACC – La Cienega)
“Information Competencies: A Strategic Approach” – Honora Nerz and Suzanne Weiner, North
Carolina State University
“Information Literacy for First-Year Engineering Students and Learning Communities Program at IUPUI” – May
Montaser Jafari, Indiana University / Purdue University at Indianapolis
“Building Collections and Services to Support New Engineering Programs: Challenges of the Digital Era” –
Ibironke Lawal, Virginia Commonwealth University
10:30 – noon
Innovations and Ideas Forum: Fundraising Success Stories and Strategies (2341) Carol Szambelan,
moderator (ACC – La Cienega)
Speakers: William H. Mischo, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Lisa G. Dunn, Colorado
School of Mines; Carol A. Szambelan, Notre Dame University.
12:30 – 2:00
Distance Education: Strategies and Plans (2441) Suzanne Weiner, moderator (ACC – La Cienega)
Speakers / panelists: Barton Lessin, Wayne State University; Josh Boyer, North Carolina State
University; Najwa Hanel, University of Southern California
4:30 – 6:00
ELD Annual Business Meeting (2641) Linda Musser presiding (ACC – Cimmaron)
Open to ALL ELD members, and ALL are encouraged to attend (that’s a hint).
6:30 - ???
ELD Annual Banquet (2741) Leslie Reynolds, coordinator (Sadie’s Cocinita) Bus transportation
provided, leaving from the ACC at 6:15 and 6:40.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27TH
8:30 – 10:15
Marketing the Engineering Library (3241) Beth Brin, moderator (ACC – Taos)
“Librarians, Marketing, and Relationship Management: Setting the Stage” – Aline Soules, University of
Michgan
“So Close but Yet So Far: Meeting the Challenge of Marketing Library and Information Services at Caltech” –
Hema Ramachandran, California Institute of Technology
“Practical Planning Lessons: Using Interaction With Faculty To Gain Support For Library Instruction and
Funding” – Frank Elliott, University of Minnesota

10:30 – noon
ELD Extended Executive Committee meeting 2 (no session number) Mel DeSart (ACC – Taos)
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Choice of three mini-plenaries in the ACC, for non-EEC members

12:30 – 2:00
Transforming Scientific Communication (3441) Steve Gass, moderator (ACC – Taos)
“Creating a Global Knowledge Network” – Paul Ginsparg, Los Alamos National Labs
“Scholar-fed Experiments at the California Digital Library” – Catherine Candee, University of California
“Sharing What We Know: DSpace at MIT” – Eric Celeste, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

2:30 – 4:15
ELD Professional Issues Forum (3541) Mark Shelton, moderator (ACC – Taos)

6:45 - whenever
Wednesday night is “Leftovers” night. Meet in the lobby of the Hyatt Regency (330 Tijeras NW). Group(s) to
depart at 7:00 for place(s) to be determined.

Mel DeSart, Program Chair
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